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ABSTRACT
Acoustic Neuromas (AN) are benign tumors of the vestibulocochlear nerve with symptomatology that includes unilateral sensorineural
hearing loss, tinnitus, dizziness, facial and/or trigeminal neuropathy. There are different treatment options of AN: watchful waiting,
microsurgical resection, stereotactic radiation and the choice depends by many variables such age, health and hearing of patients
as size, location and growing status of tumor. The objective of this retrospective study is to better understand the differences in
demographic, hearing status, symptoms, tumor characteristics in patients affected by AN presenting at our clinic and analyze the
factors that influence the therapeutic choice. One-hundred three patients affected by AN were included in the study. All subjects
underwent a detailed clinical interview and audio-vestibular examination, and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). Tumor status,
growing or stable was estimated comparing new size to any previous MRI with at least a 6-month interval. Descriptive statistics were
used for clinical and demographic features of patients. Therapeutic choices related to subjective symptoms were assessed with the
chi-square test. Treatment options in our sample included watchful waiting, surgical resection and stereotactic radiosurgery. Overall,
17 patients (16.5%) pursued surgical resection via the retrosigmoid approach, 3 patients (2.9%) were treated with gamma knife
stereotactic radiosurgery and 83 patients (80.6%) underwent watchful waiting. The decision-making process for AN treatment was
based on size of tumor, age, and hearing loss; a statistically significant difference was found at Z test about size of tumor and PTA
of patients that underwent retrosigmoid surgery. No statistically significant difference was found at chi-square test between the type
of treatment and symptoms (p=0.719). The analysis of the data showed that the main elements taken into consideration for surgery
were the size of tumor (p<0.000004) and, secondly, the PTA threshold; the latter may be due to the fact that patients with bigger
tumors had greater hearing impairment (p<0.001). Disease progression influenced the therapeutic decision making with a positive
correlation between tumor progression and surgery (p<0.001). In our sample, active surveillance was the most adopted option for
small tumor, slow growth and old age. Microsurgical resection was the preferred treatment in patients with large tumors, hearing
deterioration and rapid growth. Stereotactic radiation has been proposed in a few cases of elderly patients with slow growing tumor
and mild hearing loss.
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INTRODUCTION

Audio-vestibular Assessment: A clinical interview
investigating medical history, current medications,
presence of dizziness, gait and audiological symptoms
was performed. All subjects underwent a detailed audiovestibular examination that included video-otoscopic
examination, Pure-Tone Audiometry (PTA) and acoustic
immittance measures. PTA was measured using a clinical
audiometer (Piano Clinical Audiometer Inventis, Padua,
Italy) inside a soundproof booth. PTA was measured at
frequencies of 125, 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, and
8000 Hz; data from the frequencies 500, 1000, 2000 and
4000 Hz were used in the study. Hearing was considered
symmetrical if thresholds for each ear occurred within 10
dB of each other. Hearing impairment was ranked as mild,
moderate, severe, or profound as follows: mild, 26-40 dB;
moderate, 41-70 dB; severe, 71-90 dB, profound, >9018.

Acoustic Neuromas (AN) are benign tumors typically
developing from Schwann cells of the vestibulocochlear
nerve (also known as vestibular schwannomas). AN
often have slow growing with an incidence of 1 per
100.000 people per year and typical presentation occurs
in the 5th or 6th decade of life with no sex difference1,2.
Clinical symptoms of AN are variable and generally
include unilateral sensorineural hearing loss, tinnitus,
dizziness, facial and/or trigeminal neuropathy, especially
with larger tumors3,4. Rarely, AN can be bilateral, as
described in neurofibromatosis Type 1 or Type 25,6.
Management options for AN include watchful waiting,
stereotactic radiation and microsurgical resection via the
translabyrinthine, retrosigmoid or middle cranial fossa
approach7,8. The decision making between treatment
must consider health status, age and symptoms of
patient as well as hearing impairment, location, tumor
size and growth status9-11. Watchful waiting is generally
preferred when the tumor is small, if it grows slowly
and in the elderly12,13. Treatment options depend on
physician expertise, risk tolerance, tumor characteristics
and complications such as nerve and vessel injury and
meningitis for microsurgical resection, and cerebrospinal
fluid leak and hearing loss for stereotactic radiation14-16.
The objective of this retrospective study is to better
understand the differences in demographic, hearing
status, symptoms, tumor size and growth in patients
affected by AN presenting at our university hospital and
analyse the factors that influence the therapeutic choice.

Statistical Analysis: Descriptive statistics were used for
clinical and demographic features of patients. Therapeutic
choices related to subjective symptoms were assessed
with the chi-square test. A p value < 0.05 was considered
for statistical significance.

RESULTS
The average tumor size was 12 mm (range 1-40 mm); most
patients had small tumors (7-15 mm) classified as KOOS
I (Figure 1). The clinical symptoms found in our sample
and their correlation with the size of the tumor is reported
in Table 1. Sensorineural hearing loss was the most
frequent symptom, with no substantial difference with
respect to the onset of clinical symptoms. On the contrary,
tinnitus and dizziness increased over time. Moreover, the
incidence of symptoms increased with tumor growth.
PTA of affected and unaffected side is showed in Figure
2. Treatment options in our sample included watchful
waiting, surgical resection and stereotactic radiosurgery.
Overall, 17 patients (16.5%) pursued surgical resection
via the retrosigmoid approach, 3 patients (2.9%) were
treated with gamma knife stereotactic radiosurgery and
83 patients (80.6%) underwent watchful waiting. In our
sample, the decision-making process for AN treatment
was based on size of tumor, age, and hearing loss; a
statistically significant difference was found at Z test
about size of tumor and PTA of patients that underwent
retrosigmoid surgery (Table 2). No statistically significant
difference was found at chi-square test between the type
of treatment and symptoms (p = 0.719) (>0.05). The
analysis of the data showed that the main elements taken
into consideration for surgery were the size of tumor (p
<0.000004) (α>0.05) and, secondly, the PTA threshold;
the latter may be due to the fact that patients with bigger
tumors had greater hearing impairment (p<0.001 to the
Pearson test) (Table 3). Regarding tumor progression,
monitored with follow up MRI, 72 patients (69.9%) showed
no tumor growth at MRI and underwent active surveillance,
whereas 15 patients (14.6%) showed an increase in
tumor size. Sixteen (15.5%) subjects were lost at follow
up (missed the second MRI) and were excluded from
the study. Patients with increased tumor size underwent

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subject
Selection
and
Characteristics:
This
retrospective study was conducted on 103 consecutive
patients affected by AN presenting at the Otolaryngology
Unit of the University of Turin "Le Molinette", Italy, between
January 2016 and March 2019; 49 were males (47.6%)
and 54 were females (52.4%). Mean age was 57 years
(range: 32-83 years, SD=12). Of these patients, some
were diagnosed with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
prescribed after an otolaryngology visit, others with
occasional MRI. Tumor size was calculated by greater
diameter based on high-resolution T1 axial post contrast
gadolinium sequences. Tumor status, growing or stable,
was estimated comparing new size to any previous
MRI with at least a 6-month interval. The classification
proposed by KOOS was adopted17. AN were on the
right side in 50 patients (48.5%) and in the left side in 52
patients (51.5%). Only one patient had a bilateral neuroma
(neurofibromatosis type 1). Patients signed a written
informed consent; the procedures were performed in
accordance with the standards of the ethics committee
on human experimentation of the University of Turin,
that specifically approved this study, and with the
Helsinki Declaration. Inclusion criteria were adult
age (≥ 18 years) and radiological diagnosis of AN.
Exclusion criteria were concomitant Meniere's disease
and previous ear surgery
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Figure 1: Number of patients in our sample classified following the KOOS grading (I-II-III-IV).
Table 1: Onset and late symptomatology of patients and its correlation with the size of the tumor in accordance with KOOS grading. pt: number of
patients; I, II, III, IV: KOOS grading; onset: symptomatology at onset; late: symptomatology at the end.
Hearing loss
Tinnitus
Vertigo
Others

Onset (pt=103)

Late (pt=103)

KOOS I (pt=46)

KOOS II (pt=34)

KOOS III (pt=8)

KOOS IV (pt=15)

82 (79%)
3 (3%)
11 (11%)
7 (7%)

84 (82%)
64 (62%)
43 (42%)
7 (7%)

33
26
21
5

29
18
10
3

8
8
6
0

14
12
6
0

Figure 2: Correlation between number of patients and hearing status in affected and unaffected ear according to hearing loss
classification.
Table 2: The treatment decision making in consideration of age, size and hearing of patients (PTA). A statistically significant difference was found at
Z test about size of tumor (p value <0.0001) and PTA of patients (p value 0.009). pt: number of patients; SD: standard deviation.
Decision making
Age (mean 57y; SD 12)
Size (mean 12mm; SD 7)
PTA (mean 54dB; SD 28)
Watchful waiting (83pt) 58pt (13%); mean age 58y p value 0.2 11pt (11%); mean 11 mm p value 0.09 52pt (25%); mean 52 dB p value 0.26
Surgery via
20pt (9%); mean 20 mm p value
retrosigmoid approach 54pt (12%); mean age 54y p value 0.14
70pt (38%); mean 70 dB p value 0.009
<0.0001
(17pt)
Gamma knife (3pt)
65pt (13%); mean age 65y p value 0.13
11pt (3%); mean 11 mm p value 0.4
38pt (21%); mean 38 dB p value 0.15
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Table 3: Correlation between number of patients, KOOS grading, therapeutic choice and hearing status (PTA) according to hearing loss classification
(18).
Hearing

KOOS I

KOOS II

KOOS III

KOOS IV

Watchful
waiting

Normal (<26 dB)
Mild (26-40 dB)
Moderate (41-70 dB)
Severe (71-90 dB)
Profound (>90 dB)

(46pt)
11
8
19
5
3

(34pt)
5
10
12
1
6

(8pt)
0
2
3
1
2

(15pt)
0
3
9
0
3

(83pt)
14
20
35
6
8

Surgery via
retrosigmoid
approach
(17pt)
1
4
6
1
5

Gamma knife
(3pt)
1
1
1
0
0

small tumors27-29 and a similar rate of complications such
as hearing deterioration, trigeminal neuropathy, facial
nerve injury, and hydrocephaly compared to surgery30.
Furthermore, accumulating evidence has showed that
lower doses and a more precise planning may offer
greater preservation of hearing and reduction of facial
neuropathy compared to surgery for AN patients26-31.

microsurgery resection (5 patients, 33.3%), stereotactic
radiation (2 patients, 13.3%), and watchful waiting (3
patients, 20%) as the tumor was slowly growing. In our
sample, disease progression influenced the therapeutic
decision making with a positive correlation between
tumor progression and surgery (p< 0.001).

DISCUSSION

CONCLUSION

In our study we found three conditions that mainly
influenced the decision-making process for microsurgical
resection: large tumor size, tumor progression and
worse hearing classification. In fact, 71% of patients
that underwent surgery were classified as grade III or IV
according to KOOS classification with a PTA threshold
>70 dB nHL. There was no significant association between
symptomatology and treatment. Watchful waiting was
the option of choice for small tumors (I-II KOOS), tumors
with a slow growth and in elderly patients, although no
statistically significant difference was found. On average,
AN are slow growing; as a result, conservative approach
with periodic MRI is a reasonable option. Only 3 patients
underwent stereotactic radiation; all of them were
classified as grade II at KOOS. In the treatment decision
making process, physicians consider the balance of risks
and benefits of microsurgery resection or stereotactic
radiation compared to watchful waiting. Many studies
have evaluated tumor size and growth status in the
selection of the proposed approach19 the choice to treat
or not to treat tumor were mostly influenced by growth
(>2 mm/year)20,21. Furthermore, it is established that large
tumors at diagnosis have higher possibility of growing
compared to small tumors9-22. Age has a central role in
treatment decision making. Surgical complications are
most frequent in elderly patients; evidence shows that a
more conservative approach is recommended for patients
older than 6523,24. In fact, older patients may choose
active surveillance to avoid complications of surgery,
thus maintaining a satisfactory quality of life. In a recent
meta-analysis, Smouha et al. recommended conservative
management of AN in elderly patients with small tumors
with no or slight audio vestibular symptoms25. In a review
from Myrseth et al. the authors showed that tumor size
and surgeon's experience played a significant role for
complications such as mortality in 0-2%, facial nerve
injury in 2.5-7%, meningitis in 1-3% and cerebrospinal
fluid leak in 3-15%26. Stereotactic radiosurgery offer
similar tumor control rates compared to microsurgery for

Our data on 103 patients with AN show that active surveillance
was the most adopted option and the criteria that influenced
the choice were the size of the tumors (small size), the
growth rate (slow growth) and old age. When a treatment
was proposed, microsurgical resection was the preferred
choice in patients with large tumors, hearing deterioration
and rapid growth. On the other hand, stereotactic radiation
has been proposed in a few cases of elderly patients with
slow growing tumor and mild hearing loss.
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